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ABSTRACT A large amount of sensitive data is transferred, stored, processed, and analyzed daily in Online
Social Networks (OSNs). Thus, an effective and efficient evaluation of the privacy level provided in such
services is necessary to meet user expectations and comply with the requirement of the applicable laws and
regulations. Several prior works have proposed mechanisms for evaluating and calculating privacy scores
in OSNs. However, current models are system-specific and assess privacy only from the user’s perspective.
There is still a lack of a universal model that can quantify the level of privacy and compare between different
systems. In this paper, we propose a generic framework to (i) guide the development of privacy metrics
and (ii) to measure and assess the privacy level of OSNs, more specifically microblogging systems. The
present study develops an algorithmic model to compute privacy scores based on the impact of privacy and
security requirements, accessibility, and difficulty of information extraction. The proposed framework aims
to provide users as well as system providers with ameasure of howmuch the investigated system is protecting
privacy. It allows also comparing the privacy protection level between different systems. The privacy score
framework has been tested using real microblogging social networks and the results show the potential of
the proposed privacy scoring framework.

INDEX TERMS Online social networks, information privacy protection, information security, metrics,
microbloggings, privacy measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION
online Social Networks (OSNs) offer a free channel for users
to express themselves, to share their thoughts and activities,
and to communicate with others. OSNs are not limited to a
specific demographic or age group, but they encourage people
of all ages and demographics worldwide to participate by
sharing their thoughts and interests or by advertising their
products. Currently, it is estimated that around 2.77 billion
users are actively using OSNs platforms [1]. Furthermore,
active participation in OSNs is shaping the way people com-
municate. It is quite remarkable how news spread so fast on
social networks. For example, OSNs have played a crucial
role in the recent events of the ‘Arab Spring’ [2] or the
‘London riots’ [3].

On the other side, OSNs users provide a variety of personal
information that may disclose more sensitive information
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about the users or their entourage and cause potential privacy
risks. For example, the website Please Rob Me [4] was cre-
ated to raise the awareness of the dangers of location-based
services on Twitter. It scans tweets and shows when the users
tweet from places other than their home.

As a solution, OSNs provide privacy policies and privacy
settings to control and adjust who can access users’ profiles
and posts [5], [6]. However, privacy policies offered by the
systems are confusing and expressed in legal jargon that is
difficult to understand [7]. Furthermore, privacy settings are
complex, time-consuming, and still insufficient to fully pro-
tect users’ privacy [8]. Besides, OSNs providers mostly store,
process and analyze users’ data and sometimes sell them to
third-parties for advertising and marketing purposes [9], [10].

As the monetary value of data increases, more voices
demand protection and control over their privacy. The year
2018 saw a trend to enact new laws that regulate data collec-
tion and enhance privacy protection. For example, the Euro-
pean Parliament approved the General Data Protection
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Regulation (GDPR) on 14 April 2016 and to be applied by
25 May 2018 [11]. The new regulation aims to give control
to online users over their personal data, to harmonize data
privacy laws across Europe, and to protect the privacy of the
users [12]. However, GDPR is not the miraculous solution to
protect the users’ privacy. The end-users have to accept the
terms and conditions as provided by the system, they are not
in a position to negotiate a separate agreement. Therefore,
the users are obliged to accept to release their data as a
necessity to use the services [13]. Moreover, the regulation
was criticized for the lingering uncertainty around some
undefined terms (e.g. ‘‘disproportionate effort’’ or ‘‘undue
delay’’) which require more clarity by the courts and regula-
tors. Furthermore, GDPR does not offer a proper definition
of what constitutes a ‘‘reasonable’’ level of protection for
personal data, offering flexibility in the assessment of fines
for data breaches and non-compliance [14].

The public interest in privacy protection has increased due
to the growing amount of data breaches of common and
extended use services. Privacy-oriented service providers and
researchers have introduced new systems that offer online
social functionalities and at the same time advocate for pri-
vacy protection. Some systems add a privacy layer while
others are built using privacy by design methodologies.

With a multitude of privacy controls and techniques imple-
mented in these new microblogging OSNs, the necessity
of tools to evaluate the privacy protection techniques in
OSNs has appeared. Therefore, there is a need for a formal
framework that quantifies privacy and evaluates the perfor-
mance and the efficiency of the privacy-preserving tech-
niques implemented inOSNs. The scores obtained from using
the framework can provide users with a means to compare
different OSNs and to choose the most adequate for them
depending on their risk appetite. In this paper, the focus is
on OSNs that offer microblogging service. Privacy evaluation
can establish credibility and trust in social network services
and incite platforms’ providers to address privacy concerns.

The remaining proceeds as follows: section II presents
the current state of the art of OSNs and privacy; section III
discusses the existing privacy-specific measurement mod-
els in OSNs, while section IV presents the gap between
the surveyed models, and explains the contributions of this
paper; section V presents the methodology of the proposed
framework and section VI presents the algorithmic model
for calculating privacy score in microblogging OSNs, and
an evaluation and assessment of the framework based on
real social networks are discussed in section VII, while
Section VIII presents a comparison between our framework
and related work. Section IX presents the conclusion of the
paper, including future work.

II. PRIVACY AND OSNs
A. ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORKS
An Online Social Network (OSN) is a translation of physical
connections and relationships to the virtual world. In general,

it is defined as user-generated content services that facilitate
social interactions through the internet. OSN allows (i) to
create public or semi-public profiles, (ii) to build social rela-
tionships with other users, and (iii) to post their activities and
interests and view those made by others [15]. Microblogging
network (MOSN) is a popular form of OSNs. It is a weblog
where users can send snippets of a small number of characters
(between 140 and 310 characters) [16].

An OSN can be modeled as a graph where nodes are
users and edges are the relationships between the users. The
edges can be either unidirectional (e.g. Twitter social model
of following) or bidirectional (e.g. Facebook social model of
friendship) [17], [18].

When studying MOSNs, there are two major aspects that
characterize them: the targeted stakeholders involved in the
usage of the microblogging services and the data collected
and used in the system [19], [20].

1) MOSNs STAKEHOLDERS
MOSNs stakeholders are defined as entities that can access
user-data directly or indirectly. They can be categorized into
users, service operators, third-parties, and the general public.
• User: is any entity (an individual or an organization)
that subscribes to a MOSN to benefit from the services
offered [19]. A user is represented by a profile, her
relationships, and her generated contents.

• System operator (also known as the service provider):
provides the underlying services and infrastructure
needed to use the system and interact with each
other [19]. They play the role of data protectors, and they
can have direct or indirect access to the user data.

• Third-parties: are entities that connect to either system
operators or users for different objectives other than
social networking [19]. They can be developers of appli-
cations, providers of add-ons, data analysts, marketers,
advertisement agencies, etc.

• General public: are unregistered users that can access
(if they are allowed) to the services of the OSNs to
visualize, monitor, or extract information.

2) DATA IN MOSNs
When using microblogging services, users release personal
information either willingly or unintentionally. User data are
either provided in the user’s profile, generated by the user,
shared in groups, collected from patterns, or derived from all
other types of data. Kumari, in [19], classifies user data into
two:
• Traffic data: All data generated from users’ activities,
such as IP address, OS specifications, search terms, etc.

• Payload data: All data posted by the user her-
self or about the user and by other users.

Furthermore, the payload data can be classified into [21]:
• Service data: are the data the users provide to use the
services of the social networking site, like name, age,
email address. . .
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• Disclosed data: are the data generated by the users in
their pages.

• Entrusted data: are the data that a user posts on other
people’s pages, like commenting on friends’ messages,
photos, and videos, tagging friends in photos, etc.

• Incidental data: are the data posted by other users about
the user. It is similar to the entrusted data, but the user
has no control over the data posted. They can include
comments on the user’s photos and videos, comments
on the user’s status updates’, etc.

• Behavioral data: are the data collected about the users’
habits and activities.

• Hidden or derived data: are the data derived from all
the other types of data.

B. PRIVACY DEFINITION
The concept of privacy is complex and there is no mere uni-
versal definition. It can be interpreted in different ways and
contexts, and it varies depending on the discipline perspec-
tives, i.e. law, health sciences, social sciences, and computer
and information science. In general terms, privacy can be
defined as the right to be left alone, and the freedom from
interference or intrusion [22].

There are three (3) main dimensions from which the pri-
vacy is described and analyzed: legal, social, and technical
perspectives [23].

1) Legal dimension: privacy is a right that needs to be pro-
tected by laws, regulations, and policies [24], [25]. It is
defined as a set of policies that enforce the protection of
private information [26].

2) Social dimension: privacy depends on the behavior and
the interactions of individuals as they conduct their
daily affairs [23]. Rachels [27] stated that ‘‘privacy is
necessary if we are to maintain the variety of social
relationships with other people that we want to have’’.
In such away, privacy proves to be evolvingwith cultural
changes and technological advances.

3) Technical dimension: this dimension aims to protect
privacy through technical specifications by controlling
(automatically and/or manually) data and information.
Bunnig and Cap [28] described privacy as protecting
personal information from malicious and unauthorized
entities. Another definition of privacy is to hide some
details from others [29]. The technical dimension is con-
cerned with how the legal and social understandings of
privacy can be represented and implemented in systems.

1) DEFINING PRIVACY IN THE CONTEXT OF MOSNs
We set the concept of privacy in OSNs by embracing the
previous definitions in the context of MOSNs and defining
privacy as the right to:

• decide what information to publish and who can
access it.

• manage data (edit, download, and delete data at any
point in time).

• assess the use, the processing, and the dissemination of
data (who, how, what).

• give consent before any collection, use, or disclosure of
data.

• specify the minimum acceptable of data in the system to
provide the services.

• choose where to store data (locally or using the system’s
servers).

• protect all data available on the system from inquisitive
entities.

Our definition of privacy in MOSNs captures, in essence,
the idea of providing the users with the guarantee of data
protection and with the autonomy (i) to assess the use and
the access to data, (ii) to take appropriate action to protect
their privacy, and (iii) to be assured that privacy is enforced
and protected by the system.

C. PRIVACY AND SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
Until recently, privacy and security were treated as two
separable concepts, and sometimes even opposite notions
(privacy is breached in order to achieve security). However,
the two concepts have a complementary and interdependent
relationship. For example, privacy relies on access controls
to protect sensitive data. Security of information refers to the
protection of all types of information and systems [30], while
information privacy ensures the fair protection of personal
data.
The traditional considerations of information security have

come up with a set of three security protection requirements
called AIC-triad [31]–[33]:
1) Availability ensures access to authorized data and

resources at any time and from everywhere.
2) Integrity ensures the reliability of the data, stored or in

transit, and guarantees that any unauthorized modifica-
tion is blocked.

3) Confidentiality protects the data content and prevents
any unauthorized disclosure.

These three requirements are universally accepted and con-
sidered crucial to evaluate the security status in any IT system.
They are used to achieve the desired level of protection and
to assess the risks and investigate potential threats.
Unlike information security requirements, information pri-

vacy requirements are still new and not yet common or well
established. A set of privacy-specific protection goals has
been proposed by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) [34]. It represents the most important
requirements from a privacy perspective. NIST has defined
also three (3) privacy requirements in addition to the 3 secu-
rity requirements (AIC) [35], namely:
1) Predictability aims at building trust and accountability

between the system and the users about how the privacy-
related data are processed. Predictability can bemet with
technical solutions such as logging and reporting.

2) Manageability provides the capacity to administer
personal information, including editing and deleting
information.
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3) Disassociability aims at protecting an individual’s iden-
tity and associated activities from disclosure and ensures
that processing of personal information is dissociated to
individuals.

The AIC-triad of information security along with privacy
requirements provide a common model for addressing the
legal, technical, and social dimensions of privacy and in
accordance with our definition of privacy as explained in the
previous section II-B.

III. RELATED WORK: PRIVACY EVALUATION
AND SCORING IN OSNS
With the great success and spread of OSNs, there has been
increasing research interest in mechanisms and methods that
advocate for privacy protection. Many research studies have
been performed on privacy preservation in OSNs by integrat-
ing new privacy protection mechanisms in already existing
social networks or by proposing new built-in privacy systems.
The increasing number of solutions and systems that aim to
protect privacy in OSNs has led to the necessity to evaluate
the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed privacy pro-
tection mechanisms. However, evaluating privacy in a system
is challenging since privacy itself is subjective and it is not
easy to define as explained in section II-B.

One of the well-known processes to assess and evaluate
privacy risk in systems is by conducting privacy impact
assessment (PIA). PIA is part of Privacy by Design [36] and it
is proposed to identify and quantify privacy risks in a system
and take decisions on whether and how to mitigate, trans-
fer, or accept these privacy risks [37]. In 2018, PIAs become
mandatory for companies under article 35 in GDPR [38]
(called Data Protection Impact Assessment-DPIA). PIAs are
important tools for accountability and to ensure compliance
with the regulation. However, PIAs have general purposes for
all systems and they are not specific to OSNs, furthermore,
the results are intended only for internal use by data con-
trollers to ensure the implementation of appropriate measures
and to demonstrate compliance with the applicable laws and
regulations.

One of the first attempts to design a privacy metric
for online social networks was proposed by
Maximilien et al. [39] in 2009. The authors have proposed
a framework to calculate the privacy score based on the
sensitivity βi and the visibility V (i, j) of profile items i ∈
i, . . . , n of user j in a social network.

PR(i) =
∑

i PR(i, j) =
∑

i βi ∗ V (i, j)

However, the authors did not offer any dataset to mea-
sure the effectiveness of their model. This approach was
extended in [40], where Liu and Terzi proposed a mathemati-
cal model based on the sensitivity and the visibility of profile
attributes, using Item Response Theory (IRT) concept [41].
They evaluated the effectiveness of the score using synthetic
and real-world datasets. However, the proposed model con-
sidered that the attributes are independent and it did not

take into consideration the inferred data. Srivastava and
Geethakumari [42] extended the model to include the hidden
data. They proposed a privacy leakage score to quantify
the level of privacy exposure from a message. Both models
[40] and [42] assumed that the sensitivity and visibility are the
same across all users. Petkos et al. [43] proposed a framework
called PScore as a solution to the previous issues. PScore took
into consideration the inferred information and it gave the
users the possibility to change the scoring of attributes based
on their personal preferences. Another privacy assessment
framework based on the model of Liu and Terzi [40] was
proposed by Pensa and Blasi [44]. The proposed score was
based on both the sensibility and the visibility of user profile
attributes, and it considered that the willingness ratio of a
user to disclose information is proportional to the number of
friends he or she has. The score measured the privacy leakage
score and set a threshold for each user that when it is exceeded
the user is notified.

Other research evaluated privacy from another aspect than
sensitivity and visibility. PrivAware [45], proposed in 2009,
quantified the privacy risk based on the amount of infor-
mation inferred and set recommended actions to the users
to enhance their privacy. Ngoc et al. [46] proposed a pri-
vacy metric based on the probability and entropy theory.
It was based on the idea of how much of the hidden sen-
sitive information an intruder can reveal from user’s posts.
Talukder et al. [47] proposed Privometer. It took into con-
sideration the leakage of sensitive information from the
applications used in the friends’ profiles. Privometer ranked
the relationships of users based on the amount of informa-
tion leakage and proposed self-sanitizing recommendations
to control the leakage. Another approach to measuring the
privacy score was proposed by Akcora et al. [48]. They
suggested computing the risk score based on the feedback
from users about the friends’ attitude and the similarities
with the users. To evaluate the effectiveness of the model,
the authors used Facebook and real datasets. Similarly,
Vidyalakshmi et al. [49] proposed a privacy scoring frame-
work based on the output of friends, their ranking and the
total number of friends. The framework aimed at helping the
users to assess the information sharing behavior and to take
decisions of who can see what information.

In 2013, Nepali and Wang [50] introduced a new model
SONET to monitor privacy exposure in real-time and to
protect users from sensitive information disclosure. The pri-
vacy risk indicator (PIDX) was calculated based on the sen-
sitivity and the visibility of attributes. SONET considered
2 aspects: attribute to attribute links (actor model) and user
to user relationships (community model) and it included hid-
den information. The authors extended the actor model of
SONET in [51]. They included 3 metrics: (1) known attribute
list (direct, hidden and virtual), (2) attribute sensitivity and
(3) attribute visibility. They introduced an implementation of
SONET model called OSNPIDX tool in [52].

Table 1 summarizes the reviewed privacy scoring
approaches.
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TABLE 1. Overview of the reviewed privacy scoring approaches.

IV. PROBLEM DEFINITION
The existing literature in the field of privacy scoring and
evaluation in OSNs reveals some limitations to accurately
calculate privacy scores:
• all the models evaluate the privacy in OSNs from the
user’s perspective. They assess privacy based on the
visibility and the sensitivity of the attributes from a
user’s profile, such as name, age, address, phone num-
ber, etc. However, systems vary regarding the attributes
they require users to provide [53], [54], hence the usage
of attributes limits the evaluation of privacy in OSNs.

• the models consider the impact of the visibility of
attributes to other users but not to the system provider.
They do not include other aspects of privacy protection,
for example, how the storage type can affect the privacy
of the data.

• they do not consider security requirements in their eval-
uation, however, privacy and security concepts should
not be separated since they are intertwined.

• the previous privacy metrics are different and they use
system-specific measures, thus it is difficult to compare
privacy scores across systems.

As a result, the present work proposes an enhancing pri-
vacy scoring model to quantify, assess and evaluate privacy
protection in OSNs, with a focus on microblogging systems.
The framework is systematic, generic, and universal. It allows
comparing the privacy level across different systems. The
proposed framework is designed with these considerations in
mind:
• It must be universal and applicable to different MOSNs.
Also, it should be fine-tuned to meet the needs of a
specific situation or a system.

• It must take into consideration all the MOSNs stake-
holders, namely: the users, the system operator, the
third-party components, and the general public.

• It must include security requirements.
• It must take into consideration all types of data as
explained in II-A.

V. PRIVACY METRICS DEVELOPMENT
APPROACH: METHODOLOGY
The proposed framework is designed to guide end users
to understand the impact of using social services on

their privacy. It presents an instrument to measure the privacy
level of anMOSN and to compare between different systems.
The proposed framework also can be useful for system devel-
opers to assess the privacy controls implemented and to have
recommendations to enhance the privacy of their systems.

The framework is based on a four-step methodology
following the Plan-Do-Study-Act cycle (PDSA) [55]. The
output is aimed for decision making and for assessing, mon-
itoring, and predicting potential privacy threats in the system
under investigation (SUI). It will enable the system providers
to gauge how well their system is meeting the privacy and
security objectives, and how well it protects the private data
of the users. Fig. 1 summarizes the flow of the proposed
methodology.
• Step 1 (Plan): the proposed framework begins by iden-
tifying the system under investigation and setting the
scope and the depth of the assessment.

• Step 2 (Do): this step is concerned with gathering infor-
mation about the SUI. It starts with a system architecture
analysis to identify and understand the system struc-
ture, the business processes, the internal and external
environment, the key assets and services, the security
boundaries, and the implemented controls. Data can be
gathered from different sources, including user feed-
back, risk assessment reports, research surveys, event
loggers, etc.

• Step 3 (Study): the proposed framework, then, com-
putes an overall privacy score based on the assessment of
the impact of information security requirements (avail-
ability, integrity, and confidentiality) in addition to the
privacy requirements as defined by NIST (predictabil-
ity, manageability and disassociability). The framework
answers 4 goals.
– Goal 1: How the system protects itself from the pri-

vacy and security point of view.
– Goal 2: How the privacy and the security of data are

handled in the system.
– Goal 3: How the system protects the users and the

data.
– Goal 4: How various assumptions and functionali-

ties provided by the system might affect privacy and
security.
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FIGURE 1. Framework methodology process.

• Step 4 (Act): based on the obtained score from step 3,
the framework offers suggestions and recommendations
for effectively controlling and protecting the privacy of
the system.

During the assessment, it can be iterated back to step 2 at
any time if the information gathered is not sufficient.

VI. INFORMATION PRIVACY ASSESSMENT ENGINE
Once the SUI is identified and analyzed and the data is gath-
ered, the next step is to compute the privacy score. It should
be noted that this research does not include methods and
technologies to extract and gather information. With these
operational characterizations in mind, the privacy assess-
ment engine is developed following a Goal-Question-Metric
(GQM) paradigm [56], [57]. GQM is a top-down derivation
and a bottom-up interpretation approach that defines the
relationship between the goals and the metrics as presented
in Fig. 2.

In the GQM model, several questions are defined in such
a way the metrics quantitatively answer each question, which
leads to the achievement of the defined goal.

FIGURE 2. Goal-Question-Metric paradigm.

A. GOALS
Following the GQM model, the goals of the proposed frame-
work are to analyze the SUI for the purpose of assessing and
evaluating the level of privacy of:
1) how the system provider protects the users.
2) how the system provider protects the data.
3) how the system provider protects itself.
4) how various assumptions and functions in the system

might affect the privacy and the security of the system.

B. ASSESSMENTS QUESTIONS
The assessment questions (AQs) in the framework can
be answered either as Yes, No, or Not Addressed (N/A).
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The questions are designed to cover and counter the known
privacy threats and issues in OSNs [58]–[61] and they are
derived from the set of criteria for classification and com-
parison discussed in [62]: (1) the type of service provided,
(2) the architecture, (3) the storage and replication tech-
niques, (4) the encryption mechanisms and key management,
(5) the security goals, (6) the privacy goals, and (7) the
functionalities. Furthermore, they are refined from the pro-
posed requirements to protect privacy and security in social
networks [19], [63]–[67]. They are also derived in compliance
with our definition of privacy as discussed in section II-B
(refer to appendix A for assessment questions).

Since the privacy scores resulted from the framework are
used to compare different system, the assessment questions
(AQs) are divided into two categories:
1) Common AQs: all assessment questions are common

and generic to all systems. They are based on the
definition of OSNs (refer to section II-A) and they
cover OSNs stakeholders and data type as defined in
section II-A. All the systems should answer the common
questions and the scores resulted from this set are used
to compare different systems.

2) Specific AQs: the questions are not common to all sys-
tems but specific to only some systems. For example,
some systems provide direct messaging while others do
not, or some systems provide the functionality of groups
while others do not. The questions have an influence on
privacy (either positively or negatively).

Furthermore, considering that the framework computes an
overall privacy score based on the privacy risk present in the
system and the privacy protection provided, the assessment
questions are formulated in two different manners:
1) Positive questions (Pos) are oriented towards privacy

protection.
2) Negative questions (Neg) have a negative impact on

privacy (risk).

C. METRICS: THEORETICAL CALCULATION
Once each assessment question AQi in the common and spe-
cific sets is answered and the result is stored in AnswerAQi,
the framework computes a privacy score from the responses.
Table 2 presents the notations used in this paper.
The privacy score obtained from the proposed framework

quantifies the level of the privacy protection provided in a
system, under consideration of the existing privacy risk when
using the services of the system. In other words, the overall
score of an SUI is calculated based on the privacy risk of
disclosed information and the privacy protection provided
by the system. It is calculated as expressed in (1) and it is
applicable to both common and specific scores:

TPS =
PPS − PRS

N
(1)

where N depends if TPS is common score or specific score.
• In case of the common score, all questions are manda-
tory and should be counted including the questions

TABLE 2. Notation.

answered as ‘‘N/A’’. Hence, N is expressed as (2)

N = NCommon = NPP + NPR + NNA (2)

• In case of the specific score, N includes only the
questions answered as ‘‘Yes’’ or ‘‘No’’, whereas ques-
tions answered as ‘‘N/A’’ are ignored, as it is expres-
sed in (3).

N = NSpecific = NPP + NPR (3)

To compute the privacy score PPS and risk score PRS,
the privacy assessment engine proceeds as follows:
1) Detect the category of the question (Common / Specific)
2) Detect the type of the question (Pos / Neg)
3) Compute ScoreAQ.
• Option1. In case of common score
ScoreAQ is added to the privacy score PPS if pos-
itive questions have positive answers and negative
questions have negative or N/A answers. Other-
wise, ScoreAQ is added to the risk score PRS if
positive questions have negative or N/A answers
and negative questions have positive answers.
Algorithm 1 explains how privacy protection and pri-
vacy risk scores are computed in the case of common
questions.

• Option2. In case of specific score
ScoreAQ is added to the privacy score PPS if positive
questions have positive answers and negative ques-
tions have negative answers. Otherwise, ScoreAQ is
added to the risk score PRS both positive questions
have negative answers and negative questions have
positive answers. The questions answered as N/A are
ignored. Algorithm 2 explains how privacy protection
and privacy risk scores are computed in the case of
specific questions.

Figure 3 summarizes the process.

1) CALCULATION OF ScoreAQ
To computePPS andPRS, we calculate a ScoreAQ that differs
for each AQ. ScoreAQ measures the impact of the question
in terms of privacy, security and visibility. It is calculated as
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FIGURE 3. Privacy assessment engine workflow.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Computing PPS and PRS in
Case of Common Score
1 i← 1 while i ≤ numberofquestions do
2 if (AQi is Pos && AnswerAQi = Yes) || (AQi is Neg

&& AnswerAQi = No) || (AQi is Neg &&
AnswerAQi = N/A) then

3 PPS = PPS + ScoreAQi;
4 else if AQi is Neg && AnswerAQi = Yes) || (AQi is

Pos && AnswerAQi = No) || (AQi is Pos &&
AnswerAQi = N/A) then

5 PRS = PRS + ScoreAQi;
6 end

a function of the three factors: (i) Privacy impact, (ii) Security
impact, and (iii) Visibility as shown in (4).

ScoreAQ = f (ImpPriv, ImpSec,Visibility) (4)

The formula to calculate ScoreAQ is based on the pri-
vacy score proposed in previous studies [40] and [42] (sen-
sitivity of items multiplied by their visibility). However,
in this proposed framework, instead of the sensitivity, we cal-
culate the privacy and security impact of the items. This
change was because the impact is a wider concept than sen-
sitivity, while this later is a property or component of the
impact [37].

To calculate the values of the factors to obtain ScoreAQ,
different sources can be used [68]–[72].

Algorithm 2 Algorithm for Computing PPS and PRS in
Case of Specific Score

1 i← 1 while i ≤ numberofquestions do
2 if (AQi is Pos && AnswerAQi = Yes) || (AQi is Neg

&& AnswerAQi = No) then
3 PPS = PPS + ScoreAQi;
4 else if AQi is Neg && AnswerAQi = Yes) || (AQi is

Pos && AnswerAQi = No) then
5 PRS = PRS + ScoreAQi;
6 else if AnswerAQi = N/A) then
7 ScoreAQi = 0 (Question is ignored)
8 end

a: CALCULATION OF PRIVACY IMPACT
Privacy Impact score ImpPriv reflects the impact of the assess-
ment question on the privacy. It is calculated as shown in (5):

ImpPriv = ImpPred + ImpManage + ImpDiss. (5)

where:
• ImpPred : measures the impact of the question on pre-
dictability.

• ImpManage: measures the impact of the question on man-
ageability.

• ImpDiss: measures the impact of the question on disasso-
ciability.

The possible values of ImpPred , ImpPred , and ImpDiss are
between 0 and 5 as shown in table 3. Thus, the value of
privacy impact is between 0 and 15.
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TABLE 3. Impact value for privacy and security.

TABLE 4. Accessibility value.

b: CALCULATION OF SECURITY IMPACT
Security Impact score ImpSec reflects the impact of the assess-
ment question on the security. It is calculated as shown in (6):

ImpSec = ImpAvail + ImpConf + ImpInteg. (6)

where:
• ImpAvail : measures the impact of the question on
availability.

• ImpConf : measures the impact of the question on
confidentiality.

• ImpInteg: measures the impact of the question on
integrity.

The possible values of ImpAvail , ImpConf , and ImpInteg are
between 0 and 5 as shown in table 3. Given these ranges of
values, the final security impact has a score between 0 and 15.

c: CALCULATION OF VISIBILITY
The visibility score determines how accessible the data dis-
cussed in the question. For calculating the visibility, we con-
sider two factors: accessibility and data extraction difficulty.
For visibility score, we are using the formulas proposed by
Aghasian et al. [73]. The visibility score is calculated as
shown in (7).

Visibility = AV ∗ Diff . (7)

• Accessibility Value (AV ) measures the permissions
given to share information with others. In other words,
it indicates how many people can access the shared
information. The accessibility value depends on whether
the score calculated is PPS or PRS. Table 4 shows the
possible accessibility values.

• Data extraction difficulty (Diff ) measures the diffi-
culty of extracting private information from the for-
mats of data discussed in the assessment question. For
calculation of difficulty, 4 levels have been defined
from 0 to 3. The extraction difficulty value depends
also on whether the score calculated is PPS or PRS.

TABLE 5. Data extraction difficulty values.

Table 5 shows the possible values for extraction diffi-
culty. Naturally, the more accessible an item is, the less
difficult is to extract data.

The value of visibility is between 0 and 15.

d: CALCULATIONS OF ASSESSMENT QUESTION
SCORE ScoreAQ
As expressed in (4), ScoreAQ depends on three factors
(i) privacy impact ImpPriv, (ii) security impact ImpSec, and
(iii) visibility Visibility. It is not necessary that all factors
are applied in calculating ScoreAQ. The assessment questions
can have an impact only on one factor (for example only
privacy is applicable ), or on two factors (for example privacy
and visibility are applicable), or on all three factors (privacy,
security, and visibility). Thus, there are 3 cases to calculate
ScoreAQ.
1) Case A: only one factor is applicable (not null)

ScoreAQ =
20
3
∗ Factor . (8)

2) Case B: 2 factors are applicable (not null)

ScoreAQ =
4
9
∗ Factor1 ∗ Factor2. (9)

3) Case C: all factors are applicable (not null)

ScoreAQ =
4

135
∗

3∏
i=1

Factori. (10)

The possible values of ScoreAQ are between 0 and 100. The
purpose of the weight added to the equations is to harmonize
the score between all the case since the maximum value
possible for each factor is 15.

2) SCORE EVALUATION AND COMPARISON
To understand the overall privacy score obtained in the system
under investigation, we compare it against two systems of
reference (an ideal system and a flawed system). The systems
of reference are hypothetical microblogging systems where
the ideal system is 100% efficient in protecting the privacy
of users and data, while the flawed system is 100% deficient
in protecting privacy. In other words, the total score of the
ideal system is based only on PPS (PRS = 0), as shown in
(11), and the total score of the flawed system is based only
on PRS (PPS = 0), as shown in (12). The total privacy score
obtained of every investigated system is between TPSFlawed
and TPSIdeal (see (13)).

TPSIdeal =
PPS
N

. (11)
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TPSFlawed =
−PRS
N

. (12)

TPSFlawed ≤ TPSSUI ≤ TPSIdeal . (13)

To understand further the obtained overall privacy score
and to facilitate the comparison between different systems,
we convert the values TPS into a percentage (%) ranging
between the flawed system (TPSFlawed would represent 0%)
and the ideal system (which would represent 100%).

TABLE 6. Example to calculate the accuracy.

Another type of score evaluation is to compute the accuracy
of the SUI. To do so, we compare the SUI against the ideal
system based on the answers of the assessment questions for
each system (ideal and SUI). We calculate the number of true
results where the answers of SUI match the answers from the
ideal system (true positives (TP) and true negatives (TN)),
as shown in the example in table 6. The accuracy of SUI
then is computed as the number of questions that match the
answers from the ideal system among the total number of
assessment questions, as shown in (14). Naturally, the accu-
racy of the ideal system is 100% and the accuracy of the
flawed system is 0% (see (15) and (16)), while the accuracy
of the SUI is between 0% and 100% as shown in (17).

Accuracy =
Numberofcorrectlyansweredquestions

N
.

(14)

AccuracyIdeal = 100% (15)

AccuracyFlawed = 0% (16)

AccuracyFlawed ≤ AccuracySUI ≤ AccuracyIdeal (17)

TPSSUI gives a general overview of the score of privacy
level provided in the system under investigation. It can be
used by users to compare between different systems and
choose the most adequate system based on their necessity.
While the accuracy measures to what extent the system under
investigation conforms to a standard and how close it is
to an ideal system that protects the privacy of users. The
result obtained from computing the accuracy can help the
developers to compare their system with an ideal one and to
evaluate and fix the privacy flaws in the system.

VII. EVALUATION AND EXPERIMENTS: CASE STUDIES
To prove the applicability of our framework, we compare five
known online social networks that offer microblogging ser-
vices. First, we present the results of applying our framework
and then we compare the systems using our model.

A. STEP 1: SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES DEFINITION
The proposed framework is used to assess and evaluate the
level of privacy of Facebook [74], Twitter [75], Tumblr [76],

Diaspora [77], and GAP [78]. The choice of Facebook, Twit-
ter, and Tumblr was due to their popularity with 2.9 billion
monthly active users combined [79]. While the choice of
Diaspora and GAP was due that both of the platforms are
designed and built with privacy protection in mind. The
purpose is to assess the privacy protection mechanisms in
each system and to monitor the status of the level of privacy
provided. The proposed framework will facilitate the com-
parison between different systems and it will be useful for
the improvement and enhancement of the privacy protection
by applying corrective actions, based on the observed results.

B. STEP 2: SUI ANALYSIS AND DATA GATHERING
The second step starts with analyzing the architecture of
systems and the functionalities provided. The data gathered
is summarized in the following:

1) FACEBOOK
Facebook [74] is one of the well-known online social net-
works offering its users a platform where they can share their
daily life with friends and connections.

Facebook uses a centralized architecture with MySQL
database infrastructure and Global Transaction ID with
MySQL semi-synchronous replication [80], [81]. It uses
Transport Layer Security (TLS) to secure the communication
between the clients and the servers.

Users can create accounts, add, accept or decline friendship
requests, search of a user, post messages, reshare, and com-
ment on others’ posts. They can mention other friends and
they can post directly on their friends’ walls, provided that
they are authorized to do so. Facebook displays recommen-
dation based on the location and interests of users and it gives
the possibility to the users to search for a user, a page or a
group. Unless the user restricted the access, Facebook’s pro-
file is by default public and anyone on the Internet can access
it and see what is shared and the relationship between the
users.

2) TWITTER
Twitter is an online social network that provides microblog-
ging services. It allows users to post, share, and comment
short messages called ‘‘tweets’’. The number of maximum
character was expanded from 140 to 280 characters [82].
Twitter has a centralized infrastructure with a next-generation
distributed database to provide reliability, availability, and
low latency [83]. It uses TLS to secure communication
between the clients and the servers. Twitter provides privacy
policies and it retains the right to access and analyze the data
stored to recommend new contents or ban abusive users and
offensive hashtags [84].

Twitter allows creating a profile using personal informa-
tion (e.g. full name, phone number). It provides an optional
service to verify the account to authenticate the identity of
the person or company that owns the account [85]. The users
can post text, photos, videos, location information, etc. The
profile, tweets and the list of followers are public by default
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and accessible to all the internet, but the users have the option
to restrict the accessibility of the profile and the tweets to
only their followers. However, some information provided
in the profile is always public like biography and picture.
Twitter has one way following model where anyone can read
tweets or mention other users although they do not follow
them. The interface of Twitter displays a list of trending hash-
tags (#) and topics along with recommendations of potential
new profiles to follow. Twitter also provides direct messaging
to communicate privately with followers.

3) Tumblr
Tumblr [76] is part of Oath Inc. [86] and it has more
than 400 million active users by April 2019 [87]. The plat-
form uses a centralized architecture with Redis, HBase and
MySQL databases [88] and Multi-source Replication from
MariaDB [89] to protect the availability of their services.
It uses TLS to secure communication between the clients and
the servers.

Users can post messages, comment or share others’ posts,
tag interests, mention or search other users. The profiles are
by default visible to all Internet, but the users restrict the
accessibility of their blog to only viewed by the users of
Tumblr.com [90]. Yet, the profile and all the posts shared on
the blog are visible to the other Tumblr users even if they are
not in the followers’ list.

4) DIASPORA
Diaspora is a user-owned microblogging OSN based on the
free Diaspora software [91]. It has a federated architecture
allowing users to host their accounts by setting up their own
server/pod. Users have also the possibility to create their pro-
files on an existing pod that is open or upon receiving an invi-
tation from the owner of a closed pod. They can choose a pod
based on the frequency of updating software version or the
ratings of the pod. Diaspora network backs up the data on
a different server or on a different hard drive. Diaspora uses
Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) where a unique public/private key
pair and an ID are assigned to every user created on a pod.
The pod is the one in charge of encrypting and decrypting
requests before passed to users. The administrators of pods
have read and write access rights to the clear data stored on
their pods [92].

Profiles in Diaspora have two parts: (1) public that is
visible to all logged-in users (e.g. name, interests, and photo),
and (2) private with detailed information and accessible to
only authorized users (e.g. biography, location, gender, and
birthday). Users can publish posts either (1) publicly where
any logged-in user can read, comment on, reshare, and like
the posts, or (2) privately where only authorized followers can
read, comment on, and like but not reshare the private posts.
Diaspora offers also instant messaging services called conver-
sations where users can send private messages. In Diaspora,
it is possible to follow others and read their posts without
mutual friending them [93], [94].

5) GAP.ai
GAP.ai [78] is a microblogging system that mimics the func-
tionalities of Twitter while offering its users the freedom of
speech and thought. GAP service retains the right to store
and administer users’ data. It banned the first GAP user in
January 2017 [95]. Gab comes in two versions: the free GAP
and GAPPro. GAPPro is a paid version that allows users to
use private group chats, and to go live [96].

The users in GAP.ai can make their profiles public or pri-
vate and add new followers. They can send, quote a post, tag
an interest, mention another user, search for other users and
interests, and get recommendations of potential friends and
hot topics. The posts and the lists of followers are public
and visible to any user of Gab. Traffic between clients and
servers is encrypted using TLS to secure the traffic between
the clients and the servers.

Currently, Gab uses a centralized architecture. The devel-
opers have announced that they will change the architecture
to a decentralized architecture to build a true censorship-
resistant and community-powered system [97].

C. STEP 3: PRIVACY SCORE COMPUTATION
The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the privacy level
provided in five known microblogging OSNs.

In this study, we derived the assessment questions for com-
mon and specific scores. In total, we had 48 common assess-
ment questions and 68 system-specific assessment questions
(refer to appendix A). The questions are divided in the com-
mon set into 6 parts: (1) profile, (2) relationship, (3) posts,
(4) data storage, (5) data collection, (6) data encryption.
The common questions should all be answered with Yes,
No, or N/A. The questions in the specific set are divided into
11 parts: (1) profile, (2) posts, (3) groups, (4) data collection,
(5) data encryption, (6) functionalities, (7) architecture and
application, (8) settings, (9) privacy policies, (8) feedback,
and (9) API and third-party relationships. Each question can
be answered with Yes or No while the questions answered as
N/A are ignored (ScoreAQ = 0).
Once the questions are answered, we derived the values of

answers from [68]–[72]. Then, we calculated the ScoreAQ for
each question for all the systems under investigation. (refer to
appendix B for more details).

1) Common Privacy Scores
Following algorithm 1, we calculated the privacy risk
score PRS based on how much information is disclosed
and the privacy protection score PPS based on how the
privacy of users is protected in each investigated system.
The results of PRS and PPS are presented in table 7
for the score of the reference systems, table 8 for the
deployed systems
Once the privacy risk score PRS and the privacy pro-
tection score PPS are computed for each investigated
system, using (1), we calculated the common overall
privacy score TPS for the reference systems and the
investigated systems, as shown in tables 9 and 10.
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TABLE 7. Common PPS and PRS for the reference systems.

TABLE 8. Common PPS and PRS for the investigated systems.

TABLE 9. Common TPS for the reference systems.

TABLE 10. Common TPS for the investigated systems.

TABLE 11. Specific PPS and PRS for the reference systems.

TABLE 12. Specific PPS and PRS for the investigated systems.

2) Specific Privacy Scores
Similar to the common privacy score calculated in
the previous section, we calculated the specific pri-
vacy scores for the systems under investigation. Using
algorithm 2, we calculated the privacy risk score PRS
and the privacy protection score PPS for each investi-
gated system. The results of PRS and PPS are presented
in table 11 for the score of the reference systems and
table 12 for the investigated systems.
Once the privacy risk score PRS and the privacy pro-
tection score PPS are computed for each investigated
system, using (1), we calculated the common overall
privacy score TPS for the reference systems and the
investigated systems, as shown in tables 13 and 14

3) Accuracy Scores
Also, we compared the accuracy of investigated systems
with the ideal system by applying (14). We found that
Facebook is the least accurate of the systems with only

TABLE 13. Specific TPS for the reference systems.

TABLE 14. Specific TPS for the investigated systems.

TABLE 15. Accuracy of the investigated systems.

40% accuracy comparing with other systems. While
Diaspora has 83% accurate in the common set (refer to
table 15 for more details). From the results of accuracy,
we can observe that Diaspora is more conform to the
ideal system followed by GAP, Tumblr, Twitter, then
Facebook. In other words, Diaspora and GAP tend to
implement privacy controls and use techniques to protect
the privacy of users better than the other system, which
is expected since both Diaspora and GAP are privacy-
oriented.

D. STEP 4: COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS
The goal of this experiment was to compare the privacy
scores obtained in the investigated systems. Once the privacy
scores are computed using the proposed algorithmic model,
the framework offers recommendations and suggestions to
enhance the obtained score and minimize the privacy risk
score. The privacy assessment of the SUIs identifies the
risk items that should be addressed by the system provider.
It gives also instructions to users about the privacy settings
and parameters that should be changed from the default status
before starting using the services of the system investigated.
Table 16 shows an example of recommendations provided by
the framework in the case of the investigated systems.

The comparison between the systems uses the common
privacy scores since all the SUI have to answer the same
number of assessment question (48 in the case of this study).
The obtained reference common values in this test model
are −27.38 for the flawed system and 30.73 for the idea
system.

By comparing the results in table 8, it can be seen that
Diaspora has answered 40 questions as protecting the pri-
vacy and only 8 questions as risk generating, followed by
Tumblr that has answered 27 privacy-protecting questions.
Even though Facebook and Gab have answered 19 questions
each as protecting privacy and 29 questions as risk generat-
ing, the difference between two systems is GAP gives more
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TABLE 16. Example of recommendations.

FIGURE 4. Comparison between scores PPS and PRS for the investigated
systems.

access control over data in comparison with Facebook. Fig. 4
compares between PPS and PRS scores obtained for each
system.

Applying (4) and algorithm 1, we found that the overall
common privacy score of Twitter is -4.00 (40% in compari-
son with the ideal system). It has the lowest score obtained
in comparison with other systems, while Diaspora obtained
14.56 (72% in comparison with the ideal system). The results
showed as well that GAP and Tumblr are 47% in comparison
with the ideal system, while Facebook got 43% in comparison
with the ideal system.

The reason why Twitter got a lower privacy score compar-
ing with Facebook is because of the access settings imple-
mented for the users to control the visibility of their profiles,
list of followers, and posts, for example, in Twitter, users can-
not specify from whom to receive follow requests or change
the visibility of the followers list contrary to Facebook. As for
GAP, the developers claimed that they provide freedom of
speech and thought, however, the platform has centralized
architecture and the providers can access and administer the
data of users. Fig. 5 and 6 show a graphical representation of
the different results obtained for the investigated system.

VIII. DISCUSSION
The present framework methodology is similar to the
methodology proposed by the French Data Protection
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FIGURE 5. Comparison the investigated systems in terms of TPS.

FIGURE 6. Comparison the investigated systems in terms of TPS (%).

Authority (CNIL) [98] to carry out PIA in the context of
GDPR. The CNIL methodology is composed of 4 iterative
steps: (1) study of the context to gain a clear overview of
the data processing operations under consideration, (2) study
of the fundamental principles and assessment of controls
protecting data subjects’ rights, (3) study of the risks related
to the security of data (how much damage would be caused
by all the potential impacts), and (4) validation of the PIA
and decision whether or not to accept the results in light of
the findings.

However, the CNIL methodology differs from the pro-
posed framework in many regards. The CNIL methodology
is not specific to online social networks and it is intended
for internal use by system providers and data controllers,
the results of the assessment are not shared with the end users
but they are used to improve the implementation of privacy

protection techniques and to demonstrate the compliance
with GDPR. Moreover, it does not provide a privacy score
and it considers only the calculation of potential privacy risks
without considering the mechanisms already implemented to
protect the privacy in the system.

The proposed framework differs significantly from exist-
ing privacy scores and privacy assessment processes. As dis-
cussed in section IV, previous models computed privacy
scores in OSNs based on the sensitivity and the visibility of
users’ attributes (such as profile’s items, relationships,. . . ).
Our approach is related to thesemodels, the formula proposed
to calculate the ScoreAQ is based on the visibility and we
replaced the sensitivity by the impact of privacy and secu-
rity as two additional factors in calculating privacy score,
since the sensitivity is a property of the impact. Furthermore,
the overall privacy score is not based only on the assessment
risk available in the investigated system, but also on the
privacy protection provided by the system to their users.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to present
an algorithmic model that computes privacy score from this
perspective and focuses on microblogging OSNs.

IX. CONCLUSION
Users enjoy sharing their activities and interests and connect-
ing with friends using the services of OSNs. However, a large
amount of personal information (sensitive or non-sensitive) is
accessible to all Internet. Moreover, advanced data analytics
have made it easy to extract hidden information. One of the
challenges is to assess and evaluate the privacy protection
techniques present in an OSN system.

In this paper, we have presented a comprehensive
and generic framework to compute the privacy score in
microblogging Online Social Networks. We presented a sys-
tematic methodology to develop privacy metrics in MOSNs
based on the Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) cycle. Then,
we proposed a novel algorithmic model to compute the pri-
vacy score in MOSNs. The model is based on the impact of
privacy and security requirements, accessibility, and extrac-
tion difficulty of information in MOSNs. The proposed
framework can be used to obtain evidence of the effectiveness
and efficiency of the privacy mechanisms implemented in the
system under investigation. Furthermore, the framework aims
to quantify, measure, and evaluate the privacy of the system
under investigation and compare different MOSNs. We have
demonstrated the feasibility of our framework using five real
social networks, Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, Diaspora, and
GAP. The obtained results show the potential of the proposed
framework.

This work represents the first steps towards developing
a practical framework to quantify privacy in microblogging
systems. To further refine the present work, we plan to extend
the application of the proposed framework to a larger number
of microblogging Online Social Networks. Also, we plan
to explore further generalizations and improvements of the
algorithms and to design a user interface for the framework.
In addition, we intend to develop techniques to automatically
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extract values from the data for the parameters that our frame-
work uses to compute privacy scores.

APPENDIX A
ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS
A. COMMON SET
• Profile
1) Can the unregistered users access the service without

creating a profile?
2) Are the following items required to create a profile?

– Name
– Surname
– Username
– National Identifying Number
– Age
– Birthdate
– Gender
– Avatar or profile image
– Civil Status
– Phone Number
– Email address
– Postal address
– Personal interests and preferences
– Profession or Education
– Political affiliation
– Religious affiliation
– Sexual orientation
– Contact information

3) Is it required to be authenticated to access the
services?

4) Can the user create multiple profiles with the same
credentials?

5) Once the profile is created, is it public by default?
6) Can the user change the visibility of the profile?
7) Can the user edit the items in the profile?
8) Can the user delete the profiles?
9) Can the SUI edit the user information without

consent?
10) Can the SUI delete profiles without the consent of

their owners?
• Relationships
11) Are the friendship requests accepted automatically

without consent?
12) Can the user accept a friendship request?
13) Can the user deny a friendship request?
14) Can the user restrict from whom to receive friendship

requests?
15) Is the relationship list public by default?
16) Can the user change the visibility of the relationship

list?
17) Can the user delete friends from the friendship list?
• Posts
18) Is a new post visible to the public by default on the

user’s timeline?
19) Can the user specify the audience of a new post?

20) Can the user edit their posts?
21) Can the user delete their posts?
22) Can the SUI edit user’s data without consent?
23) Can the SUI delete user’s data without consent?
• Data storage
– Option 1.
24) Is data stored in centralized databases handled by

the SUI?
25) Does the SUI replicate the data stored?
26) Does the SUI provider have a secondary site for

data storage?
27) Does the SUI delete the data stored once the users

delete it?
– Option 2.
24) Is data stored in pods or clients’ machines?
25) Does the SUI duplicate and store the data stored

in the pods?
26) Is the data replicated?
27) Can the SUI delete the data stored without

consent?
– Option 3.
24) Is data stored in Hybrid servers?
25) Does the SUI handle the storage of the data of

users?
26) Is the data replicated?
27) Can the SUI delete the data stored without

consent?
• Data collection
28) Does the SUI collect data from users? (If yes, go to

Specific AQs)
29) Does the SUI analyze and sell data? (If yes, go to

Specific AQs)
• Data encryption
30) Is the data stored encrypted? (If yes, go to Specific

AQs)
31) Are the encrypted communication channel used when

transferring data? (If yes, go to Specific AQs)

B. SPECIFIC SET
• Profile
1) Can the user reset their authentication?
2) Can the user recover their authentication?
3) Does the SUI enforce a limit of consecutive invalid

login attempts?
4) Does the SUI send alerts for unknown logins?
5) Can the user deactivate their profiles without deleting

them?
• Posts
6) Does the SUI add location information by default to

the posts?
7) If yes, can the user deactivate the option of location

information?
• Groups
8) Is the group once created visible to all by default?
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9) Can the group administration restrict the visibility of
the group?

10) Can the user be added to a group without their
consent?

11) Can anyone add users to the group?
12) Can anyone delete users to the group?
13) Is the membership list public by default in the group?
14) Can the group administrator control the visibility of

the membership list?
15) Can the user leave a group?
16) Can SUI delete a group without the consent of its

owner?
• Data collection
– Does the SUI collect data from users? (if yes
continue) (Not counted)

17) Does the SUI explain the data collected, what type and
what for?

18) Does the SUI ask for users’ consent to collect data?
19) Can the user withdraw their consent?
20) Does the user control the data to be collected by the

SUI?
– Does the SUI analyze and sell data? (if yes continue)

(Not counted)
21) Does the SUI ask users’ permission to analyze and sell

the data?
22) Does the SUI use anonymization mechanisms before

publishing data?
23) Does the SUI specify to whom the data are sold?
24) Can the user specify to whom the data will be sold?
• Data encryption
– Is the data stored encrypted? (if yes continue) (Not
counted)

25) Is the encryption algorithm used weak?
26) Are the key lengths weak?
27) Does the SUI generate the keys?
28) Are the keys stored in the SUI?
– Are the encrypted communication channel used when

transferring data? (if yes continue) (Not counted)
29) Does the SUI use weak protocols for SSL/TLS?
30) Does the SUI use weak key length for SSL/TLS?
• Functionalities
31) Can the user post messages on others’ timelines (non-

friends)?
32) Can the user control who can post a message in their

timeline?
33) Can the user mention/tag any other user (non-friends)

in the comments?
34) Can the user control who can mention them in the

comments?
35) Can the user share or resend friends’ posts?
36) Can the user share or resend any other user’s posts?
37) Can the user comment on any other users’ posts?
38) Can the user receive direct messages from anyone?
39) Can the user restrict from whom to receive a DM?

TABLE 17. Common ScoreAQ for the investigated systems.

40) Does the SUI provide users with updates, news and
advertisement contents based on their behavior and
interests?

41) Is yes, can the user accept or refuse to receive updates,
news and advertisement contents?

42) Can the user search other users by an identifier (name,
email,. . . )?

43) If yes, can the user control who can search for them
by identifier?

44) If yes, can the user control who can search for them
by email?
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TABLE 18. Specific ScoreAQ for the investigated systems. TABLE 18. (Continued.) Specific ScoreAQ for the investigated systems.

45) Can the user search other users by interest?
46) Does the SUI detect the user’s location?
47) Does the SUI recommend potential friends?
48) Does the SUI recommend potential interests?
• Architecture and application
49) Does the SUI keep up to date all the appliances/

Software/ Hardware on a frequent basis?
50) Does the SUI perform regular vulnerability assess-

ments?
51) Does the SUI use layered protections?
52) Does the SUI provider use the security best practices

in developing their applications?
53) Does the SUI developer update and patch regularly

the application?
54) Does the SUI developer review and test the applica-

tion for security vulnerabilities?
• Settings
55) Does the SUI allow the users to adjust their privacy

settings?
56) Does the SUI provide automated privacy settings that

learn from the user’s behavior and preferences?
57) Are the settings clear and easy to use?
• Privacy policies
58) Does the SUI provide privacy policies?
59) Is yes, does the SUI inform the users about changes

in the privacy policies?
60) Are the privacy policies written in clear and under-

standable terms?
61) Does the SUI update the policies regularly?
• Feedback
62) Does the SUI implement user’s feedback about the

usability of privacy settings?
63) Does the SUI allow the users to report malicious

behavior?
64) Does the SUI allow the users to report compromised

accounts or malicious users?
• API and third-party relationships
65) Does the SUI developer use trusted external

libraries?
66) Does the SUI provide an API for developers to inte-

grate the OSN services into their apps?
67) Does the SUI allow third-party applications to access

and collect data?
68) Does the SUI allow users to ban a third-party applica-

tion from accessing their information?
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APPENDIX B
THE INVESTIGATED SYSTEMS SCORES
Tables 17 and 18 compare the score obtained for each
assessment question between the investigated systems.
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